Role Impact in Knowledge Management of Automotive Component Firms in Indonesia
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Abstract—The automotive industry in Indonesia has grown significantly as indicated by the increasing number of automotive sales from year to year. This growth has certainly an impact on the development of the automotive component firms in the country. In addition to serving domestic needs, this industry is also prepared to meet overseas demand, especially the ASEAN market, although Thailand is still the leader of the automotive component industry in the region. Among the resources needed, knowledge management (KM) is now considered as the most important resource. Therefore, the aim of this study is to find ways in which the industry can utilize KM Enabler factors in KM process as one of the main resources for work processes to improve company’s performance in the future. This study uses questionnaire data collected from 85 managers representing different firms. Through multiple linear regression as the statistical tool, it was found that information technology is the most important factor in KM process of automotive component firms in Indonesia, followed by transformational leadership, human capital, and centralized organizational structure. This result is compatible with previous research, in which information technology was found to be needed in the knowledge management process. Therefore, automotive component firms in Indonesia are recommended to prioritize improving their information technology in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of automotive sales in Indonesia has opened up opportunities for the automotive component firms to develop. It is supported by government policy that requires each automotive product to use up to 90% of local components [1]. There are three layers or tiers in the automotive component firms. Tier 1 are component firms that supply Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), their products are dominated by original brands or certain automotive industries, not to be sold freely to the market [2]. Firms in tier 1 are usually the joint ventures between local and foreign companies. Meanwhile, firms in tier 2 and 3, in general, are the producers or suppliers for tier 1 firms, and their products are sold freely in the market. Therefore, firms in tier 2 and 3 must tightly compete for sale their products in the market. In ASEAN, Indonesia has the largest automotive market share of 33.55%, followed by Thailand with 24.29%, Malaysia with 18.33%, the Philippines with 11.36%, Vietnam with 8.56%, Singapore with 3.49%, and Brunei Darussalam with 0.42%. However, in terms of the number of automotive component industries, Indonesia is still positioned below Thailand. Nevertheless, Thailand has also imported 5.6% of the total Indonesian automotive component production [3].

Despite having the opportunity to develop the automotive component industry, Indonesia still has some shortcomings compared to other producers in ASEAN. Indonesia is still below Thailand in terms of quality, R&D, localization productivity, investment environment, and total evaluation. Malaysia is better than Indonesia in terms of R&D and localization [3]. In addition, the automotive component firms in Indonesia is still dominated by foreign companies and joint ventures, mostly Japanese.

To compete in ASEAN, Indonesian local firms must prioritize the improvement of their strategic capabilities in creating, developing, and maintaining competitive advantage [4]. In today’s era of modern organizations, knowledge is considered as the main resource and even more important than human resources and corporate capital. Indonesia has a sufficient and potential resource to develop the automotive component industry. However, Indonesia is still behind other countries in automotive component industry. Therefore, to be compete, Indonesia’s automotive component firms should concern with Knowledge Management (KM) as the main organizational strategy in creating new business processes to achieve superior organizational performance [5]. In business processes, firms can specifically implement what is called the KM Process. Based on [6], the KM Process is an activity initialized and / or maintained in an organization to enable management of the entire organizational knowledge assets, such as knowledge acquisition, knowledge creation, knowledge storage, and knowledge application.

To allow KM process run well throughout the work process, firms need to pay attention to the factors that trigger KM or referred to as KM Enablers. KM Enablers is a mechanism needed to encourage the creation of knowledge to then be shared and protected in a company. This study intends to determine the infrastructure readiness associated with KM enablers in the automotive component
firms in Indonesia. Finally, this research aims to find ways in which the industry can utilize these triggering factors in their knowledge process as one of the main resources for work processes to improve company performance in the future.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Knowledge Management Process

Knowledge Management Process can be described as the process of capturing, storing, sharing, and using knowledge, or it can also be defined as tacit and explicit knowledge systematically organized from employees to be used by other employees for more effective and productive performance [7]. Therefore, the KM process is related to the practice of human resource management because it can influence the process of increasing knowledge into knowledge resources through the acquisition, creation, sharing, and utilization of knowledge [8]. From previous research, it is known that many factors can affect the KM Process. However, this study uses factors that are commonly used in previous studies, namely knowledge acquisition, knowledge creation, knowledge storage, and knowledge applications.

Knowledge acquisition is related to the activities of searching, identifying, selecting, collecting, organizing, and mapping information or knowledge from both inside and outside the company [9]. It is also supported by [10] stating that to achieve the important objectives of overall competitive performance, a company needs to maintain a constant acquisition of knowledge through competitors, customers and suppliers, or from internal and external business environments.

Knowledge creation is the capacity of an organization to produce knowledge and disseminate it within the organization, products, services, and systems of the organization. Therefore, knowledge creation should be a central point of a company’s organizational strategy. Knowledge creation among members of an organization requires the ability to generate new knowledge and explore potential new skills and develop new ideas, programs, and processes to replace existing knowledge with new knowledge [11]. So, it is known from previous research that knowledge creation is often associated with innovation that refers to the successful application of new knowledge [12].

Knowledge storage is an activity to compile and organize knowledge for easier access and distribution among members in an organization. There are several activities in organizations related to the storage of knowledge, such as identification of good work practices, things to learn, organizational procedures and rules, absorption of each individual, development of organizational culture that represents values and beliefs companies, the use of information technology as a means of absorbing knowledge, and training [13].

Knowledge application is an activity that refers to the actualization of the use of knowledge to adjust strategic direction, solve problems, develop efficiency, and reduce costs. Every member of the organization can learn and produce new knowledge, meaning that the organization must be active to manage that knowledge [7]. Characteristics of processes that have combined knowledge applications that include storage, retrieval, application, contribution, and sharing, are effective storage and retrieval mechanisms enabling companies to access knowledge [12].

B. Knowledge Management Enablers

As knowledge is the most important input factor for maintaining competitive advantage, companies need to consider the knowledge management element (KM) of Enablers as the basis for achieving operational performance. KM Enablers is defined as a corporate mechanism that consciously and consistently applies to the development of knowledge within the company [14]. Therefore, KM Enablers is related to strategy and leadership, corporate culture, people and information technology [7]. Previous research on KM Enablers used different factors, but Information Technology (IT) was generally included as one of them since IT connects company members and knowledge within the company [15].

This study uses transformational leadership, centralized organizational structure, human resources, and IT as factors that represent KM Enabler in the company. Transformational leadership behavior can inspire and motivate employees to commit to achieving the company’s vision and turn employees into creators or innovators [16]. Meanwhile, transactional leadership is leadership based on group strength (contingent strengthening). Most automotive component industries in Indonesia are controlled by Japanese automotive companies. Thus, the transfer of knowledge from the main company to the automotive component company is needed to meet product qualifications. And, it is more in line with transformational leadership than transactional leadership.

Leadership is always related to organizational structure. Whereas, organizational structure can be defined as formal relations, activity allocation and company member resources [17]. The organizational structure within the company can encourage KM management and is related to formal rules, jobs, functions, and rules that apply in the company, including policies, processes, hierarchical relationships, reward systems, etc. [17]. There are two types of organizational structures, namely centralized and decentralized organizational structures. Centralized organizational structure refers to the level of hierarchy in organizations related to decision making, where companies with a high type of centralization will require employees to follow certain communication channels, making it possible to produce better projections, consistent production and the ability to use limited resources more effective power [18]. On the other hand, there is a type of decentralized
organizational structure in which authority is shared with sub-groups within the organization. Automatically, it allows employees to complete their tasks independently and efficiently [17]. The majority of automotive component firms in Indonesia use a hierarchical organizational structure with a centralized decision-making system [19]. Therefore, they tend to be paternalistic and use a centralized organizational structure.

An organization is always associated with a group of people who collaborate in it. Only people with good quality and willing to commit are needed by the company. The human factor in KM Enablers is the main element due to the ability of humans to create and share knowledge. Human resources are related to employees' knowledge, competencies, skills, abilities and innovation [21]. Human resources are related to sharing knowledge and information with fellow employees and becoming an inventory of tacit and explicit knowledge. Through the human factor, organizations can improve production processes and build knowledge strategies for having good knowledge resources [23].

IT can broadly connect organizational members with knowledge for use in work [19]. The importance of IT can be explained through its ability to support communication, collaboration, knowledge exploration and learning [19].

H1: Transformational leadership is positively correlated with KM Process.
H2: Human capital is positively correlated with KM Process.
H3: Centralized Organizational Structure is positively correlated with KM Process.
H4: Information Technology is positively correlated with KM Process.

C. Methodology
The type of research used in this study is quantitative methods. The data used in this study are primary data and secondary data. The population of this research is companies that belong to the automotive component industry group in Indonesia. Questionnaires were distributed to operational managers or production managers of these companies. Then, data was collected from 85 operational managers as respondents and representatives of their respective companies.

III. RESULTS
This study uses Multiple Regression as the statistical tool, in which Transformational Leadership, Centralized Organizational Structure, Human Capital, and IT are determined as the independent variables and Knowledge Management Process as the dependent variable. This analysis was conducted to find out the direct and indirect relationships of each independent variable with the dependent variable. Based on multiple regression, it was found that the relationship of each independent variable to the dependent variable is illustrated by Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. RESULT OF MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coefficients*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Constant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: KMP

The calculation results above explain that all independent variables have a positive relationship with the dependent variable, and IT variable has the highest relationship with the KMP. In contrast, COS variable has the smallest relationship. And from the analysis of the four hypotheses proposed, only the Centralized Organizational Structure variable was not proven to affect the KMP in the automotive component industry in Indonesia.

Furthermore, the calculation results also reveal the coefficient of determination for this study as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2. COEFFICIENT DETERMINATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), IT, COS, HC, TL

Table 2 explains in general that transformational leadership, human capital, centralized organizational structure, and IT variables which are factors of Knowledge Management Enabler contribute to KMP as high as 0.779 or 77.9%. While the remaining 22.1% is influenced by other factors not included in this study.

IV. DISCUSSION
Based on the calculation results, it was revealed that transformational leadership, human capital, centralized organizational structure and IT correlate with the KMP in the automotive component industry in Indonesia. However, centralized organizational structure was found to have the weakest relationship indicating that organizational structure is not an important factor in the KMP. Therefore, it can be said that KMP is not influenced by centralized organizational structure in this study. On the other hand, IT has the strongest relationship with KMP. It is in accordance with that IT can be a tool that connects employees in one division or between different divisions, so that the process of exchanging information and experience can occur easily.

As for the other two factors, transformational leadership was found to be the second most important factor after IT. It shows that, in this study, transformational leadership makes the process of transferring knowledge and information more facilitated. Specifically, respondents agreed that through
transformational leadership style, employees are freer to explore and feel motivated to share knowledge and information which ultimately makes work more effective because it is done collaboratively in achieving corporate goals. Finally, human resources are also found to have a positive relationship and influence on the KMP because humans are the main factors that run an organization. Thus, automotive component firms in Indonesia are expected to be able to choose better qualified employees to be able to compete with similar industries from other countries.

V. CONCLUSION

As a conclusion, KM has a huge impact in automotive component firms in Indonesia. In the future, all firm has to strengthen the role of KM Enabler, such as IT, transformational leadership, and human capital factors. Through those factors, it was found that KM Process in automotive firms will improve. At the end, through the strength of KM in working process will increase the industrial performance, and it is expected make Indonesian automotive component firms can compete with other countries.
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